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Collaborative Construction

Box Day
What’s under there? I know, I know! This is
gonna be such a fun day! The kids love to
build. One of our most frequent requests
from them is for boxes. They will spend
hours cutting, coloring, and customizing all
sizes of boxes to make costumes, habitats,
pretty much anything they can envision.
Once or twice a year, though, we have a box
extravaganza. We collect as many big boxes
as we can then turn the kids loose to
transform the cafeteria into a series of box
forts. It’s so fun to see the ones who know
look at the tarp and realize what’s
happening, and for the ones who don’t
know, their eyes get big, and their smiles
get wide when they see what’s happening.
Helpful Information
Site Phone: 227-9164

Office Phone: 296-2880

Site Email: johnbaker@childrens-choice.org

Financial Assistance Available: (505) 827-7499 or 1-800-832-1321 or by email at Child.care@state.nm.us.

Safety First
Every few weeks we get new themed bins,
both construction and drama, from the office.
Right now, we just happen to have the
Construction bin so some of the kids decided
they needed to more appropriately outfit
themselves to begin building their box forts.
Hard hats, safety goggles and reflective vests
were important but so were the right tools
(like lots of duct tape, oh, and a chainsaw!).
The kids worked well together, deciding what
they wanted to build and sharing their
resources to create and play all afternoon.

We really want to know!

Who who?
This week Mikaila spoke with Alice (10),
a 5th grade student here at John Baker.
What’s your favorite thing to do?
Animate and text friends.
How do you animate? I use the app
Gotcha Life, and I take pictures of the
characters and I also use the app Cap
Cut and put them [the pictures]
together. Sometimes it takes me two
seconds, sometimes three hours.
Don’t ask me my favorite color, you should know what it is. What is it?
Blue? No. Green? No. Red? No, it’s black. Why? Because it somewhat represents me
because I’m kind of gothic, and it makes me calm.
My favorite shows are Gravity Falls and Demon Slayer. Demon Slayer because I love
the characters. Gravity Falls because it’s funny and interesting. Who are your favorite
characters? I have four favorite characters. Bipper, Bill Cipher, Paper Jam Dipper, and
Tad Strange. I love him. He’s too perfect. He’s the only one who’s not weird even
though he is weird. For Demon Slayer I have one favorite character, Nezuko. She’s so
funny and her demon form is a big slay!
You’re a reader, correct? Yeah, I love books. They’re one of my favorite things. My
favorite book is The Witches. I love the Witches because it’s really good. I also love The
Boy, The Board, and The Coffin Maker. It’s so sad, but it’s so good.
I also like drawing. I like to draw horrifying things. I like derpy [silly] things too. Such
as a derpy frog with top hats and bow ties, and derpy ducks with the same things.
Tell me about your cats again. My favorite cat’s name is Nino and he’s fat, old, and
grumpy. My second cat’s name is Soot.

Magical Magnetism
The other themed bin we have now is
the Magnet bin. Perhaps you are
wondering just how many different
ways the magnets can be assembled.
What can you build with them? The
possibilities are endless. Have a look!

The kids try and try again. Sometimes
their towers collapse (good thing they
were wearing their hardhats!). They
concentrate and are joyful when they
try something new, and it works.
Having these outlets really allows
them to express their creativity.

CC Vignettes
Look What I Saw
These construction workers decided our
drama table needed a little refinishing.

Into the Dungeon
The kids are having a blast building
and exploring new worlds together.
Laney (staff) brought in a big map that
the kids can customize, as well as some
figurines to add a little more to the fun.

Avatars of CC
Whether of clay or paper, the kids
love to make all sorts of characters

Sterling

Mikaila

We’re still working on our paper tube
mandalas, building them and figuring out
cool designs to use.
Outside it’s always good to keep everyone
moving. I’ve played a few different games
with the kids lately, but crab soccer seems to
be especially fun, and maybe a little tiring.

The kids love to play outside, and we do
really well when we have some more
structured games, so I’d like to try knockout
with the kids. They enjoy basketball and this
will give them a chance to practice shooting.
I’d also like to try some woodburning art.

Ralynn
We’ve been having fun playing volleyball,
seeing how long we can keep the ball in the
air. We’ll make a game out of it and use
different sized balls, eventually trying a
pretty small one to see just how good we’ve
gotten so far. We’ll also do some more
beadwork with different string and beads.

Alicia
I’ll continue to work with the Older Kids’
Club. I enjoy helping them work through
their ideas as they figure out what they want
to try and how best to do everything they
want to do.
Aria would also like to continue with
gymnastics, so we’ll head down to the gym
and practice on the mats there.

Bethany
We’ll try making DIY bouncy balls,
decorating them with holiday themes or
maybe our favorite characters from video
games or shows we especially like.

Laney
Dungeon’s & Dragons has really taken hold
with a good-sized group of kids, so I’ll work
with them on coming up with new
adventures for their characters.

Malia
In keeping with the theme of having us all
move around, we’ll keep playing All Man’s
Tag outside. The kids really get into it.
I’ll also work with the kids to make some
custom costumes

Donations

Chris

Our kids are very creative, and we like to
feed that creativity. Do you have any extra
boxes, containers, tape, sequins, etc.? If so,
please consider giving them to us and we
promise we’ll show you all the cool things
the kids make with them.

I’m enjoying our weekly Art Club as we
come up with different ideas for individual
projects and some collaborative work with
Mikaila too. The kids have a lot of different
ideas for interesting art projects to work on.

